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May 13, 2024

Delta Conveyance Design and Construction Authority Board of Directors 

Subject: Materials for the May 16, 2024 Finance Committee Meeting 

Members of the Board: 

The Delta Conveyance Design and Construction Authority (DCA) will have a Finance 
Committee Meeting, scheduled for Thursday, May 16, 2024 at 3:00 p.m. and will follow the 
May Regular Board Meeting. This will be a hybrid meeting, members of the public may attend 
the meeting in person or virtually. The call-in and video information, as well as meeting 
location is provided in the attached agenda. Meeting information will also be posted on the 
dcdca.org website.

Please note that the DCA continues to follow current State and Local COVID-19 guidelines and 
will comply with public health recommendations regarding public meetings and social 
distancing efforts. Any meeting changes or cancellation will be communicated.

Enclosed are the materials for the Board meeting in a PDF file, which has been bookmarked 
for your convenience. 

Regards, 

Graham Bradner
DCA Executive Director 

mailto:info@dcdca.org


 

DELTA CONVEYANCE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION AUTHORITY 
FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING 

REGULAR MEETING 

Thursday, May 16th, 2024 
3:00 p.m.  

Hybrid (Teleconference) Meeting 
 

DCDCA Boardroom 
980 9th Street, Suite 100 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

 
TELECONFERENCE LOCATIONS: 

None 
 

CONFERENCE ACCESS INFORMATION:  
Phone Number: (669) 444-9171  Access Code: 82522502695# 

 
Virtual Meeting Link: https://dcdca-org.zoom.us/j/82522502695?from=addon 

Please join the meeting from your computer, tablet, or smartphone 
 

Additional information about participating by telephone or via the remote meeting solution is 
available here: https://www.dcdca.org 

AGENDA 
 

Except as permitted by Government Code section 54953(f), Directors will attend the meeting from the DCDCA 
Boardroom or any of the teleconference locations.  Members of the public may attend in person at these locations 
or remotely through the virtual meeting link above.  Assistance to those wishing to participate in the meeting in 
person or remotely will be provided to those requiring accommodations for disabilities in compliance with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Interested person must request the accommodation as soon as possible in 
advance of the meeting by contacting the DCA support staff at (888) 853-8486 or info@dcdca.org. Members of the 
public may speak regarding items on the agenda during those items and when recognized by the Chair. Speakers 
are limited to three minutes each; however, the Chair may limit this time when reasonable based on the 
circumstances. Persons wishing to provide public comment remotely on Agenda Items are encouraged to complete 
a public comment request form at: https://tinyurl.com/dcafinancepubliccomment by 3:15 pm or through the QR 
code below. In addition, members of the public may use the “raise hand” function (*9 if participating by telephone 
only) during the meeting to request the opportunity to speak. Additional information will be provided at the 
commencement of the meeting.  

 

 

https://dcdca-org.zoom.us/j/82522502695?from=addon
https://www.dcdca.org/
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May 16, 2024 
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1. CALL TO ORDER 

2. ROLL CALL – Any private remote meeting attendance will be noticed or approved at 
this time.  

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

(a) April 18, 2024, Finance Committee Meeting Minutes 

4. DISCUSSION ITEMS 

(a) Review Fiscal Year 24/25 Budget Summary and Detail 

Recommended Action: Informational Only. 

5. REPORTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
(a) Verbal Reports, if any 

6. PUBLIC COMMENT  
Members of the public may address the Committee on matters that are within the Committee’s 
jurisdiction but not on the agenda at this time. Speakers are generally 
limited to three minutes each; however, the Chair may further limit this 
time when reasonable based on the circumstances. Persons wishing to 
speak may do so remotely through the electronic meeting link, by 
scanning the QR Code, or teleconference number when recognized by 
the Chair.  The DCA encourages public comments and requests that 
speakers present their remarks in a respectful manner, within 
established time limits, and focus on issues which directly affect the DCA or are within its 
jurisdiction. 
 

7. ADJOURNMENT 

*    *    *    *    *    * 

The DCA Finance Committee proposed next scheduled meeting(s):  

June 06, 2024, DCA Finance Committee Meeting at 3:00 p.m. 
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FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING 

 
 MINUTES 

 
 

REGULAR MEETING  
 

 Thursday, April 18, 2024 
3:00 p.m. 

(Paragraph numbers coincide with agenda item numbers)  
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

 
The regular meeting of the Delta Conveyance Design and Construction Authority (DCA) Finance 
Committee was called to order in person, by teleconference, and remotely - Conference 
Access Information: Phone Number: (669) 444-9171, Code: 81266813581#,  https://dcdca-
org.zoom.us/j/81266813581?from=addon at 3:45 p.m.. Please note that the committee 
meeting had a delayed start due to the DCA Board of Directors meeting running longer than 
anticipated. 
 

2. ROLL CALL 
 
Committee members in attendance from the DCA Boardroom were Gary Martin, Sarah Palmer, 
and Martin Milobar. 

 
DCA staff members in attendance were Graham Bradner, Josh Nelson and Adrian Brown. 

 
3. DISCUSSION ITEMS: 

 
a) DCA Fiscal Year 24/25 Budget Overview and Approach 

Informational Only. 
 
DCA Executive Director, Graham Bradner, presented to the committee an overview of the 
committee meeting goals, objectives, approach, as well as how the committee will work 
their way through the rest of the planning process for next fiscal year’s (FY) budget. The 
Finance Committee was established as a Board of Directors standing committee, as a 
Brown Act body, to provide initial review of and recommendations to the Board of 
Directors regarding the following: adoption of the annual DCA budget and any proposed 
modifications or amendments; preparation and review of the annual DCA financial audit, 
Annual Comprehensive Financial Report, or similar reports; and other financial items as 
delegated by the Board of Directors or as requested by the Executive Director or Treasurer. 
Mr. Bradner informed the members of the budget development requirements based on 
DCA’s governance, highlighting that the program operates on a fiscal year basis, which is 
July 1st each year to June 30th of the following year. The DCA Board of Directors’ approval 
of the budget is generally needed by the end of June and typically agendized for the June 

https://dcdca-org.zoom.us/j/81266813581?from=addon
https://dcdca-org.zoom.us/j/81266813581?from=addon
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Board meeting. The Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement (JEPA) is the agreement between 
the Department of Water Resources (DWR) and the DCA that delegates the authority for 
the DCA to design and construct the facilities. It requires that the DCA provide the draft 
fiscal year budget to DWR 60 days prior to adoption to fulfill their fiduciary oversight 
responsibilities as described in the JEPA. The DCA currently operates under a task order 
system that is on an annual basis.  As a result, the DCA does not extend task orders. The 
fiscal year budget and scope is utilized to develop the annual baseline that is shown in the 
middle of the monthly report, which is the cash flow plan versus actual report.  
 
Director Palmer inquired about the extension of task orders and whether not extending 
them means that the consultants are supposed to finish that work by the end of that 
budget year. Also, what is the process if a consultant were to go past the end of the fiscal 
year.  
 
Mr. Bradner informed Director Palmer that in the event that a consultant wants to perform 
after the end of the fiscal year, then they would need to descope the uncompleted work 
from one (1) task order and add it to the scope of a new or existing task order for the next 
fiscal year. He noted that the DCA does very rigorously manage the fiscal year boundaries.  
A couple of years ago the DCA allowed task orders to be extended on a case-by-case basis 
however, it would delay DCA’s ability to close out the financials for the previous year for 
several months trailing behind the completion of any extended task orders due to having 
to wait to receive and process final invoices. This also caused a delay in conducting the 
annual audit.  
 
Director Palmer asked if this process caused any issues.  
 
Mr. Bradner informed Director Palmer that the process involves descoping and amending 
task orders, however the DCA attempts to keep track of items that may not get completed 
by the end of the fiscal year or intentionally delayed and amends the applicable task orders. 
He noted that this process may not work well in the future when there are more ongoing 
activities as it will be more difficult to manage.  
 
Director Palmer agreed that it may not be viable as the project grows.  
 
Mr. Bradner stated that the period the program is in currently allows the team to work 
through the processes to see what works and what does not work, understand what the 
constraints are, figure out the contractual requirements and consider what might need 
revising for the future.  
 
Within the organization, billing rates tend to be all inclusive meaning that consultants go 
through an annual process of forecasting travel costs and build them into their billing rates 
rather than having to deal with direct submission of expenses for reimbursement. Direct 
submissions include a very complicated process because of the requirements that DCA’s 
financial work flows through the State and then down through Metropolitan Water District 
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of Southern California (MWD), DCA’s treasurer. He noted that this is one of those other 
items that the team is spending time evaluating now and contemplating alternatives for 
the future. Anything that was not included in the annual budget goes through a formal 
change management process. One of the benefits of the way that the DCA operates is the 
tight fiscal year control that forces an annual reconciliation. Each year is essentially a reset 
in terms of what the DCA is doing as a new plan, scope, and budget is created for the year. 
The DCA uses unallocated reserves within the executive office as the main principal 
allowance included in the budget. The unallocated reserves balance was $1.75M last year 
and the lowest it has previously been is $500k.  
 
Director Palmer asked if Mr. Bradner foresees a cap on the reserves.  
 
Mr. Bradner stated that there is not, however the reserves will be managed very differently 
when the DCA enters the construction phase because it will be a very different form of 
unallocated reserves.  
 
DCA General Counsel, Josh Nelson, highlighted that it is important to remember that DCA’s 
unallocated reserves are different than the reserves that the committee members are used 
to seeing at their member agencies. 
 
Mr. Bradner moved on to the scope and budget development stating that the first step is 
to identify the scope of work that DCA would like to tackle for the subject fiscal year and 
confirm that there is the contractual coverage within all of the contracts in place to 
perform the scope of work. Once the contractual coverage is in place, the DCA requests 
cost estimates from consultants based on the provided scope of work. The consultants 
then develop the level of effort and cost using the contract rate schedules and provide that 
back to the DCA team for review. The team will then work through a pretty collaborative 
process to negotiate those task order budgets and confirm that along with the contractual 
coverage, there is also capacity within those contracts. This could lead to another board 
action, if necessary, depending on the not to exceed amounts associated with those 
contracts. Lastly, the team reviews, updates, and finalizes the draft budget for the Board 
of Directors adoption in June.  During the review process, DWR reviews the draft budget 
and provides their comments, thoughts, and concurrence.  
 
Chair Martin inquired about the timing in which DCA staff start working on defining the 
scope of work for the upcoming fiscal year.  
 
Mr. Bradner informed the committee that it starts on July 1. The planning starts at the 
beginning of the fiscal year and gets refined as the year goes on so that the team knows 
what needs to be prioritized in the coming year.  
 
Chair Martin stated that it seems that the DCA is facing a tight timeline with the sixty-day 
notice to DWR of the draft budget.  
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Mr. Bradner informed the committee that there is a timeline towards the end of the 
presentation, however the DCA and DWR reviews run in parallel and work collaboratively 
throughout the process.  
 
Next, Mr. Bradner provided an overview of the DCA’s Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). 
The WBS organizes all of the budget activities within the program. It is developed for all 
phases extending from the early initiation phases all the way through closeout 
commissioning of the project. This has been completed within the system to allow the DCA 
to understand where it is headed. The current phases are the Program Management Office 
(PMO), Program Initiation (PI) and Program Delivery (PD). The PMO phase includes cross-
organizational support functions throughout all phases of the program. The PI phase 
covers the engineering work to support the high-level evaluation of alternatives for the 
initial environmental permitting phases. This includes looking at the various alternatives 
and concepts that the department could consider. This phase ends when all major permits 
are obtained, and the program is really positioned at that point for implementation. 
Currently, the DCA is still in the program initiation phase as there are still several permits 
that are outstanding. The PD phase of the program are pre-design activities currently, 
including further evaluation of the preferred project. This is to support those ongoing 
permit activities, provide better definition of features, design criteria, contracts, and 
interfaces. He noted that this is largely the information support side of it. Most of the 
engineering activities are still going to be performed within the PI. The data collection that 
staff are looking into now would fall under the early aspects of the PD phase.  
 
The PMO phase includes thirteen (13) budget categories, three (3) of which are new to this 
fiscal year. The new placeholder categories are engineering management, geotechnical 
management, and survey and mapping management. In terms of geotechnical 
management, this is where the actual activity to guide and manage the geotechnical 
services under program delivery would resign. He mentioned that the DCA is ramping up 
on Health and Safety, Quality, and Sustainability and now has full time resources dedicated 
to all three (3) of those categories. The PI phase includes the engineering and the initial 
fieldwork functional areas to support DWR’s planning and permitting efforts. The 
engineering group was and still is responsible for delivering and conducting technical 
studies and analysis to support conceptual design and documentation. The fieldwork 
components are transitioning to an early project feature under the program delivery but 
that still is intended to support ongoing permit activities and development of design 
criteria and project packaging. The fieldwork completed under the Initial Study Mitigated 
Negative Declaration (IS/MND) was performed under the program initiation phase. 
However, that work is now transitioning to the PD phase, supporting further evaluation, 
design, and permitting. The PD phase begins with a pre-designed set of activities which 
includes further evaluation of a preferred project to support these ongoing permit 
activities. The project delivery functional area activities are just limited to field 
investigations, which includes geotechnical studies, field surveying, and other exploratory 
work. 
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Mr. Bradner reviewed the summary of the FY 2023/2024 budget stating that the 
information is presented at a couple of different levels. The highest level is broken down 
by the different phases. He informed the committee that this year’s summary will include 
the PD phase. The next level down is the detailed workbook that rolls up to the 
organizational support functions. The budget is also able to be reported in different ways, 
including by vendor.  The DCA discloses this report within the budget planning and 
adoption processes. It is tracked throughout the year within the monthly report.  
 
Lastly, Mr. Bradner presented the FY 2024/2025 budget planning timeline. The budget 
preparation began in late February. A budget kick-off meeting with the various consultants 
happened in March where they discussed scope and requested budgets. On April 8th, the 
initial draft budget was compiled, and the draft budget information will be provided to 
DWR on April 19th for their internal review. The next steps include presenting the draft 
budget to the Board of Directors on May 16th, followed by a more detailed review with the 
Finance Committee. On June 6th, the Finance Committee will meet to review and finalize 
the final draft of the budget. Lastly, the final draft of the budget will be presented to the 
Board of Directors for adoption on June 20th. 
 
Director Palmer requested confirmation on whether there will be a Board of Directors 
meeting in May. 
 
Mr. Bradner confirmed that the meeting will be held on May 16th.  
 
Chair Martin expressed his understanding of the need to compress the schedule a bit this 
year and asked if the intentions for future years would be to start the process earlier with 
the finance committee.  
 
Mr. Bradner stated that this schedule is very typical, but he is open to revisions or 
suggestions to provide sufficient time for review. 
 
Chair Martin inquired about whether the presentation provided at the Board of Directors 
meeting will be the same one given to the Finance Committee.  
 
Mr. Bradner stated that the intention is to show the high-level summary of the draft budget 
at the Board meeting and review more of the details at the Finance Committee meeting. 
The budget details would be in draft form and subject to change and input from the 
committee. 
 
Director Milobar asked if the vendors were chosen by looking at a number of firms that 
were going to do each phase and if they continue with the same capacity.  
 
Mr. Bradner stated that the procurements were competitive procurements.  
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DCA Chief Contracting Officer, Adrian Brown, informed the committee that the vendors 
were procured through a request for qualifications process. As the project continues, staff 
will also be looking at whether or not the DCA should go back out to procure those services 
again.  
 
Chair Martin requested clarification on whether the bids are for professional services that 
are being provided and based on qualifications.  
 
Mr. Brown stated that they are based on qualifications. Subject matter experts create a 
panel in which they interview the firms and select the highest-ranking candidates, allowing 
the DCA to enter into a contract with them.  
 
Chair Martin asked if bid was in relation to construction or proposals for professional 
services. 
 
Mr. Brown informed the Board that in the procurement environment, going out for bid 
means the lowest responsive responsible bidder for construction and in terms of 
professional services, is qualitative.  
 
Director Palmer inquired if the vendor listed for executive director services should be 
updated.  
 
Mr. Bradner informed Director Palmer that the vendor list is an example from last year, so 
the information is not relevant.  
 
Director Palmer requested an updated vendor list.  
 
Director Milobar asked that when the DCA gets into construction and states that it is a 
design build situation, if it is possible to evaluate in enough detail so that the firm that is 
chosen is not the lowest bidder but is maybe more cost efficient as the program gets into 
the design build phase and if it is considered during the selection process. 
 
Mr. Bradner stated that the key aspect of the process is determining if the vendor is 
credible and responsive to the requirements of the project.  
 
Mr. Brown added that innovation was a scoring factor when bidding for engineering design 
management. Quantitative items are able to be added to the request for qualifications.  
 
Director Milobar stated that those items can save the program a considerable amount of 
money and time if they are included in the selection process. 
 
Mr. Bradner stated that the DCA is in a very important stage of the project. There is an 
approved project that is documented through the final Environmental Impact Report (EIR). 
Although, for instance, having multiple additional tunnel boring machines could speed up 
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construction and shave the schedule, it could also add tremendous impacts likely 
throughout the project. This is certainly something that has to be considered as the project 
evolves. Value engineering is a big part of what is in front of the DCA and those 
considerations in terms of trade-offs and value are just a huge part of that. Ultimately DWR 
will need them to make the decision around what the permit implications are and how to 
deal with them. 
 
Chair Martin asked if the team is already in place for the 2024/2025 fiscal year and who 
defined the scope of work for them.  
 
Mr. Bradner stated that there are a number of master service agreements in place. One of 
those agreements will be brought to the Board of Directors with a request to extend the 
contract and increase the not to exceed amount.  
 
Mr. Brown informed the committee that there are not any large procurements underway.  
 
Chair Martin stated that right now the priority is to get the best qualified team with the 
resources to perform and negotiate a reasonable cost-effective price.  
 
Mr. Bradner agreed and stated that just because a team member is in place does not mean 
that there is not a real emphasis on performance and a requirement that every team 
member and team that is involved in the program, delivers. 
 
Director Palmer asked to receive some of the budget details ahead of time to review.  
 
Mr. Bradner informed the committee that the team will send out details prior to the 
meetings so that they can review them. 
 
No further comments or questions were received from the committee, nor were any public 
comment requests received. 
 

4. REPORTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
   
a. Verbal Reports 

No reports. 

5. PUBLIC COMMENT: 
No public comment requests.  
 

6. ADJOURNMENT: 
Chair Martin adjourned the meeting at 4:26 p.m., in person, by teleconference, and remotely - 
Conference Access Information: Phone Number: (669) 444-9171, Code: 81266813581#,  
https://dcdca-org.zoom.us/j/81266813581?from=addon. 

https://dcdca-org.zoom.us/j/81266813581?from=addon


 

Board Memo 
Contacts:   Graham Bradner, Executive Director 

Date:         May 16, 2024 Finance Committee Meeting Item No. 4a 

Subject:    Proposed Draft Budget for Fiscal Year 2024/25 

 
Summary: 
Attached to this memo is the DCA draft budget for Fiscal Year (FY) 2024/25, including summary 
tables and detailed backup information. The proposed budget is $43M, including $1.6M in 
unallocated reserve. We plan to present our final budget for Board approval at the June meeting 
with recommendation from the Finance Committee. This memo is intended to provide an 
opportunity for Committee feedback and direction regarding the draft FY 2024/25 budget to be 
incorporated by the next Finance Committee meeting on June 6, 2024.  
 
Planned technical work in the upcoming year will largely be focused on the following tasks:  

• Providing support to the Department of Water Resources (DWR) preparation of permit 
documents and applications and responding to requests for clarification regarding the 
engineering aspects of the selected project alternative.  

• Continued execution of our geotechnical program to better understand conditions 
associated with the Bethany Reservoir Alignment to help define or support current 
assumptions on underground conditions. This data is critical to validating the conceptual 
design of many of the program components and provide additional information to DWR as 
it seeks to further study the preferred project and continue through permitting activities. 

• Continued development of the program delivery plan, which includes analyses of program 
sequence, design and construction innovations, and contracting strategies to further 
reduce impacts, costs, schedule, risk, or improve constructability. 

• Continued development of DCA organization policies and procedures foundational to 
ensuring efficiency and transparency through future program phases.    

 
Recommended Action:  
Information, only. 
 
Attachments: 
 
Attachment 1 – FY 2024/25 DRAFT Budget Summary Table 
Attachment 2 – FY 2024/25 DRAFT Budget Detail 
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CODE
 Approved FY 23/24

Budget $ 
 Proposed FY 24/25

Budget $ 

 $           40,442,554  $           43,000,200 
10 16,685,519$                 19,727,300$                 

100 5,382,983$                   4,736,700$                   
110 1,263,072$                   1,224,600$                   
120 4,230,306$                   4,905,500$                   
130 3,229,589$                   3,535,700$                   
140 555,508$                       762,900$                       
150 570,364$                       1,231,300$                   
160 489,208$                       1,254,600$                   
170 488,585$                       431,600$                       
180 391,560$                       698,600$                       
190 84,344$                         501,500$                       
210 444,300$                       

30 23,757,035$                 13,938,700$                 
300 15,656,019$                 13,938,700$                 
310 8,101,016$                   -$                               

40 -$                               9,334,200$                   
410 9,334,200$                   

PMO-Sustainability

PI-Engineering                    

PMO-Geotechnical Management

PI-Fieldwork

PDPD-Project Geotechnical

Description

PROGRAM DELIVERY

PROGRAM INITIATION 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE
PMO-Executive Office
PMO-Community Engagement
PMO-Program Controls
PMO-Administration
PMO-Procurement and Contract Administration
PMO-Property                            
PMO-Permitting Management
PMO-Health and Safety
PMO-Quality Management
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CODE
 Approved FY23/24 

Budget $ 
 Proposed FY24/25 

Budget $ 

 $   40,442,554  $    43,000,200 
10 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE 16,685,519$        19,727,300$         

100 PMO-Executive Office 5,382,983$          4,736,700$           
1000 EO-Management

10001 EO-Executive Office 1,113,120$              1,122,000$               
1005 EO-General Counsel

10050 EO-General Counsel 525,000$                 497,200$                  
1015 EO-Audit

10150 EO-Audit 18,000$                   18,000$                    
1020 EO-Treasury

10200 EO-Treasury 305,923$                 338,000$                  
1025 EO-Human Resources

10250 EO-Human Resources 246,680$                 258,800$                  
1090 EO-Undefined Allowance

10900 EO-Undefined Allowance 2,000,000$              1,650,000$               
110 PMO-Community Engagement 1,263,072$          1,224,600$           

1100 CE-Management
11000 CE-Management 406,072$                 351,700$                  

1110 CE-Community Coordination
11001 CE-Community Liaison 250,000$                 250,000$                  

1115 CE-Outreach
11002 CE-Stakeholder Engagement 410,400$                 420,800$                  
11003 CE-Social Media 196,600$                 202,100$                  

120 PMO-Program Controls 4,230,306$          4,905,500$           
1200 PCTRL-Management

12000 PCTRL-Management 682,311$                 651,000$                  
1210 PCTRL-Cost Mgt

12002 PCTRL-Cost Mgt 823,085$                 843,600$                  
1215 PCTRL-Schedule Mgt

12003 PCTRL-Schedule Mgt 1,367,850$              1,688,800$               
1220 PCTRL-Document Mgt

12004 PCTRL-Document Mgt 436,560$                 481,400$                  
1230 PCTRL-Program Governance

12006 PCTRL-Program Governance 920,500$                 911,300$                  
1240 PCTRL-Asset Management

12008 PCTRL-Asset Management -$                         329,400$                  

Description
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CODE
 Approved FY23/24 

Budget $ 
 Proposed FY24/25 

Budget $ 
Description

130 PMO-Administration 3,229,589$          3,535,700$           
1300 AD-Management

13000 AD-Management 917,760$                 948,700$                  
1305 AD-Facilities

13001 AD-Office Rent 1,253,611$              1,310,000$               
13002 AD-Office Furniture 12,000$                   24,000$                    
13003 AD-Office Supplies 29,000$                   34,200$                    
13005 AD-Office Utilities 125,850$                 128,000$                  

1310 AD-Information Technology
13006 AD-IT Services 502,319$                 265,700$                  
13007 AD-IT Software 282,399$                 302,400$                  
13008 AD-IT Hardware 106,650$                 124,100$                  

140 PMO-Procurement and Contract Administration 555,508$              762,900$               
1405 PCA-Management

14000 PCA-Management 555,508$                 762,900$                  
150 PMO-Property                           570,364$              1,231,300$           

1500 PY-Management
15000 PY-Management 115,364$                 -$                          

1505 PY-Property Agents
15001 PY-Property Agents 355,000$                 501,200$                  

1510 PY-Temporary Entrance Permits
15002 PY-Temporary Entrance Permits 100,000$                 680,100$                  

1525 PY-Court Ordered Entry Deposit
15006 PY-Court Ordered Entry Deposits -$                         50,000$                    
15007 PY-Court Ordered Entry Credits -$                         -$                          

160 PMO-Permitting Management 489,208$              1,254,600$           
1600 PM-Management

16000 PM-Management 489,208$                 534,700$                  
16003 PM-Permit Monitoring & Compliance
16000 PM-Permit Monitoring & Compliance 339,208$                 719,900$                  

170 PMO-Health and Safety 488,585$              431,600$               
1700 HS-Management

17000 HS-Management 488,585$                 431,600$                  
180 PMO-Quality Management 391,560$              698,600$               

1800 QM-Management & Auditing
18000 QM-Management & Auditing 391,560$                 698,600$                  

190 PMO-Sustainability 84,344$                501,500$               
1900 ST-Management

19000 ST-Management 84,344$                   501,500$                  
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CODE
 Approved FY23/24 

Budget $ 
 Proposed FY24/25 

Budget $ 
Description

210 PMO-Geotechnical Management -$                       444,300$               
2100 GT-Management

21000 GT-Management -$                         444,300$                  
30 PROGRAM INITIATION 23,757,035$        13,938,700$         

300 PI-Engineering                      15,656,019$        13,938,700$         
3000 PIE-Management & Administration

30000 PIE-Management & Administration 1,019,495$              1,141,900$               
3005 PIE-CEQA Engineering Support

30001 PIE-CEQA Engineering Support 941,432$                 -$                          
3010 PIE-Facility Studies

30002 PIE-Facility Studies 8,831,836$              5,657,900$               
3011 PIE-Project Definition Reports

30006 PIE-Project Definition Reports 4,863,256$              6,937,300$               
3025 PIE-Permit Engineering Support

30006 PIE-Permit Engineering Support Services -$                         201,600$                  
310 8,101,016$          -$                       

3100 PIF-Management
31000 PIF-Management 1,866,685$              -$                          

3105 PIF-Geotechnical Work
31001 PIF-Geotechnical Work 5,800,000$              -$                          

3110 PIF-Surveying
31002 PIF-Surveying -$                          -$                           

3115 PIF-Environmental Monitoring
31003 PIF-Environmental Monitoring & Surveying 434,331$                 -$                          

40 PROGRAM DELIVERY -$                       9,334,200$           
410 PD-Project Delivery -$                       9,334,200$           

4100 PDPD-Project Geotechnical
41001 PDPD-Geotechnical -$                         9,334,200$               

Note: Numbers are rounded to the nearest dollar

PI-Fieldwork
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